Autorickshaw Quintet stageplot & backline

Drums Backline:
10", 12" (rack toms),
14", 16" (floor toms)
22" kick,
standard snare
do double kick pedal
2Xmusic stands

Drumkit

Guitar Backline
any TWO of the following:
Fender Blues Deville
(2x12)
Fender Blues Deluxe
Fender Deluxe Reverb (1965 blackface reissue)
Fender Pro Reverb
2 X music stands

Guitar Amp

Tabla Backline/Inputs
- 2Xsnare drum stands
- 1Xcondenser mic (**provided by artist)
- 1xvocal mic

Tabla

Vocal Backline/Inputs
- 1xvocal mic
- 1xmusic stand

Vocal

Keyboard and Bass Inputs/Backline
-2XDI for keys, plus one for bass
- 1X vocal mic, long boom stand
-88-key weighted MIDI keyboard and stand
-250-watt, 2X10 bass amp
- 24"X36" table

88-key weighted
Keyboard

Mon

Grand Piano

Table: 24"X36"

Bass amp

Please Contact Dylan Bell 416 897 2370 upon receipt to confirm availability of backline and tech requests.